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A seriesof experiments
wascardedout to comparetheextentof rangeeffectsin thephoneticcategorization.
of voiceonsettime(VOT}by speakers
of Polishandof English,twolanguages
whichcontrast
differentVOT
categories.
Resultsindicatethat Polesare moreproneto rangeeffectsthan are Americans.
For acoustic
continuawith appr•able numbers
of prevoiced
stimuli,monolingual
Polishspeakers'
perceptual
boundaries
fall in thesapt•'tweentheirproduction
categories.
For rangesof VOT whichincludefewprevoiced
stimuli,
theirboundaries
aresubstantially
shitSed.
Americans
showno shif• of thistype,althoughtheydo showsome
smallshift• It wasdeterminedthat the muchsmallershiRsshownby the Americansubjects
werenot dueto
expectations
aboutthe test. Resultsare interpretedin termsof the differentVOT contrastsinvolved:their
spacing
alongtheVOT continuum,
andtheirpsychophysical
basis.
PACS numbers:43.70.Dn, 43.70.Ve

INTRODUCTION

Voice onset time, or VOT, the time between the
release of a stop occlusion and the onset of glottai vibration, characterizes the voicing contrast for initial
stop consonantsin most languages. IAsker and Abram-

son(1964)proposedthat languageswhichhavestop
voicing contrasts have chosenamong three VOT cate-

gories. The categoriesare (1) voicinglead(with
negativeVOT values,also calledprevoicing);(2) coincidentandshort-lag VOT (with zero or low positive
VOT values); and (3) long-lagVOT (with highpositive
VOT values). The perceptionof VOT in English, which
contrasts long-lag VOT with short-lag and prevoiced
categories, has been studied intensively. Many languages, however, contrast lead with lag VOT, and further work on the perception of VOT in such languages
would

be of interest.

According to classical phonetics, Polish contrasts
prevoiced stops with voiceless unaspirated or slightly
aspirated stops, which corresponds to a contrast of
voicing lead with short-lag VOT. In some pilot work,
we therefore tested labeling of VOT by native Polish

listeners residing or visiting in the United States.
These subjects produced labeling boundaries like those
which had been found for American

listeners.

This

result was rather disconcerting, because acoustic measurement confirmed that the VOT categories of their

Polish speechare quite different from those of English.
In an early study(Mikog et at., 1978) we tried to encourage a boundary more appropriate to Polish by varying the range of VOT stimuli used in L•beling tests.

A

range that was more representative of the VOT values
actually used in Polish elicited a boundary more appropriate to the Polish production categories than did the
Englishlike range of values that had been used before.
This result was interesting, especially in light of other
1261
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work on stimulusrange in speechperception(see below), but some cautionwas required at that point. All
of this pilot work was done in the United States, with
native Polish speakers who either spoke some English
or were exposed to it constantly. We could not distinguish effects of bilingualism and language contact
from effects of perceptual range &er se. In this paper
we report on a set of experiments conductedin Poland
to resolve this question. We will show that Polish
listeners are indeed susceptible to quite large range
effects, and that American listeners categorize the
same stimuli with much smaller range effects, if any.

By "rangeeffect"we meana differencein subjects'
performance corresponding to a difference in the range
of stimuli presented in, for example, a categorization
task. The assumption is that, all things being equal,
subjects will prefer to split the range into two equal
halves. That is, subjects are assumed to make an implicit comparison of each test item with the set of test
items, and to assign it to a response category relative
to that set. An alternative to range effects would be

"absolute perception," in which perceptionof a particular stimulus does not depend on the set of items it is

presentedwith. Absolute perception is typically
thoughtto characterize the perception of certain consonants, such as the voiced and voiceless stops.
However, it appears that consonantperception does
dependon the set of stimuli used in a test. Contrast

effects (Diehi et al., 1978), frequencyeffects (Simon
andStuddeft-Kennedy,
1978), andrangeeffects(Brady
and Darwin, 1978; Rosen, 1979) have all beenfound.

Of particularrelevancehere, BradyandDarwin(1978)
looked at range effects in the perception of VOT. They
used a continuumwith a range from +5 to +55 ms VOT
in 5-ms steps, and a series of five 20-ms subranges,

e.g., 5-25 and 35-55 ms VOT. The small ranges and
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small step sizes maximize the number of stimuli preses for the entire range were compared to those for the

a following word may be either voiced or voiceless.
Word-final stops before an initial obstruent in a following word are subject to cluster voicing-assimilation:

five subranges, and differed significantly. No boundary
values were computed, but inspection of their figures
suggests that average differences between ranges varied from 0 to about 7 ms VOT. Though reliable, such

phrase-internal, must agree in voicing(Mikoõ, 1977).
Englishalso contrastsa set of stops/bdg/with a set
/ptk/, in almostall environments. However,the stops

response shifts are small, on the order of typical se-

are not phonetically identical to those of Polish, since

lective adaptationeffects.•

in post-pausalpositionthe voicedstops.areoftenvoice-

In this type of study, stimulus range is used as an
arbitrary experimental variable, as in peychophysical
studies. Our approach is quite different: VOT range is

aspirated.

viewedas a propertyof spokenlanguagesandthe cate-

consonantsin each language. In Polish, VOT was mea-

gories they use in voicing contrasts. Our interest is
not so much whether category boundaries can be slightly shifted around experimentally, but whether people

callylegalsequences
of a stopconsonant
[bdgptk]
followed
bya vowel[ie•a•ou•]in initialposition.For

sentednear the category boundary. Listeners' respon-

can be induced to show perceptual categories tI•t are
inappropriate for their langtm.ge. We addressed this
question by comparing categorizations of VOT in Polish

and English, which have different voicing contrasts.
From acoustic measurementsof natural speed, an
overall range of VOT values for each languagewas
determined. Test continua correspondingto each linguistic range were made, and listeners from each

obstruents in a cluster, whether word-internal

or

less unaspirated, and the voiceless stops are usually

VOT measurementswere made for a corpusof stop
sured for 42 disyllabic words containingall phonologi-

each labial stop, all eight C + vowel combinations
occur; for each dental stop, only seven combinations

occur, and for eachvelar stop, only six combinations
occur. (We did not considerthe palatalizedallophones

of/t/and/d/, whichoccurbefore[i], nor didwe considerthoseothercasesof (underlying)
/t/and/d/
whichdonotsurfaceas it] or [d] (cf., Miko.4,1977).

languagewere then tested on õolh ranges. Thus listeners always heard two linguistic voicing categories, but

In Polish, stress almost always falls on the penultimate
syllable, so each first syllable of these disyllables was
stressed. Five monolingualspeakers in Ldd2, Poland,

not necessarily their own.

recorded a list of these 42 words, ten times each, in a

One possible outcomeof suchan experiment is that
perception would be absolute, i• e., the range of
used would be irrelevant,

and listeners would show the

sameboundary(consistentwith their productiondata)
on both VOT ranges. This result wouldargue for a
constant internal standard •nd would agree with the
earlier results of Sawuschand Pisoni (1973). Another
possible outcome is that listeners perform as expected

local radio station. The VOT of each initial stop was
measured from a computer-implemented waveform
display.

. ,

A few tokens were not measured because of omis-

sinns, phonetic substitutions, noise, or lack of a clear
burst. In general these problems are minimal in list:

type readings of absolute-initial stops, but some speakers at times tendedto run words in the lists together,

only on their own language'srange of VOT, but show

making measurement more difficult.

an anomalous boundary when tested on the unfamiliar

ported here, prevoicing was measured only for abs0-

range. Sucha range effect would suggestthat phonetic

lute-initial (post-pausal)stops. The numberof mea-

categories are relative.

surements
actuallyobtained
for eachstopwas: [b],

In this study we compare these predictions with resuits from experiments on perception in Polish and

340outof 400;[d], 309outof 350;[g], 259outof 300;
[p], 378outof400;it], 338outof 350;and[k], 282

English. Before we describe these experiments, how-

In the data re-

out of 300.

The results of this acoustic analysis are summarized

ever, we describe the VOT categories used in the two
languages.

in Table I and illustrated in Fig. l(a). The analysis

I. PRELIMINARY

confirms that Polish uses prevoicing for its voiced
stops and short-lag VOT (voiceless unaspirated) for

VOICING

TESTS OF ENGLISH AND POLISH

CATEGORIES

In this section, two methods are used to determine

the VOT categories of Polish and English: acoustic
measurements of natural speech tokens, and discrimination. In later sections we will relate data On the label-

ing of VOT to the categories determined in these two
independent ways.
A.

Production

measurements

The voicing contrast used in Polish for syllable-ini-

tial stops/bdg/and/ptk/is onebetweenprevoicedand
voicelessunaspirated(or slightlyaspirated)stops.
Polish allows a surface voicing contrast both word initially and medially. Prepaueal stopsare always voice-

its voicelessstops,exceptthat the[k] tokenshave
higher VOT's than we might expect. It can be seen

that the productions
of [k] are also morevariablethan
TABLE I. Summary data for measured VOT values of Polish
stop consonants. with number of tokens, mean, and standard
deviation.

Means

Consonant

and standard

deviations

are in ms VOT.

/V

Mean

Standard

deviation

b

340

-88.2

40.3

d

309

-89.9

33.1

g
p

259
378

-66. t
+ 21.5

38.4
10. 2

t

338

+ 27.9

8.8

k

282

+ 52.7

20.0

less,, but word-final stops before.an initial sonorant in
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(o) POLISH

(b) ENGLISH

is positive or negative, not its numerical value. This
is not the case for English, where, as can be seen be-

@
w

•(• -160
-120
-80'40 ' '' ' 'ß' ''1•0q60
q20-SO
-40 0 .40ø80
*120

low, the two categorieslie muchcloser togetheralong
the VOT continuumentirely on the positive side, and
much more precise information is required for phonetic
categorization. The gap betweenthe two categories
also allows room for variation in the c•ttegoryboundary.
Since Polish children presumably do not hear VOT's
around0 ms {givenour productiondata for Polish),
they might be unsure of exactly where to place a category boundary.
B. Discrimination

•

. []g

i•g

Discrimination

40[

data

of VOT was also assessed to deter-

mine the voicing categories in Polish.
were modified from a Lisker

The stimuli

and Abramson

series as

described in the Appendix. Stimuli from -70 to +70

ms VOT in 10-ms steps were selected, and compared
VOT (ms)

VOT (msJ

in a same-different(AX) format. Twelve repetitions
of each pair were recorded in random order in blocks

FIG. 1. (a) Distribution of measured VOT values for the six

initial stops of Polish; (b) distribution of measured VOT values for the six initial stops of English. Summary statistics
are given in Table I.

of ten. (Twostimulifor eachVOT valuewere synthesized, and so there were actually six repetitions of
each of the two pairs made. Differences between the
two tokens of each VOT value were

small

and will

not

be discussed here.) The InterStimulus Interval (ISI)

thoseof[p]and[t]. Otherwise,
thewell-known
effect
of place of articulationon VOT (Lisker andAbramson,
1964)is seenherefor short-lagVOT (cf. Keating
et al., 1980), althoughnot for prevoicedstopsin this
sample.

For the purposeof the comparisonswe will be making
in this study, we also present the distribution of VOT's

measured
justin initial[da-] and[ta-] tokens,those
from this experiment, plus similar tokens from a dif-

ferent set of speakers in Wroci-aw, Poland (from Keat-

ing, 1979). A histogramshowing
measured
VOTvalues
for these tokens is shownin Fig. 2.
There. is essentially no category overlap between
voiced and voiceless stops, the few exceptionsbeing
cases of intrusion of voiced stops into the voiceless

region(i.e., a failure to prevoice). Evenif we combine values for an three places of articulation, the
voiced and voiceless categories are well separated,
and the separation is enhancedby a region from about

-30 to +5 ms VOT, where few tokensare produced.
Becausethe voicingcontrastis betweenvoicinglead
and voicing lag, the only information neededto identify
a stop as voiced or voiceless

was 200 ms, the InterPair Interval (IPI) was 4 s, and
the InterBlock Interval (IBI) was 6 s. Somepairs dif-

fered by 20 ms {two-steps):-70/-50, -50/-30, -30/
-10, -20/0, -10/+10, 0/+20, +10/+30, +30/+50,
+50/+70; othersby 30 ms {three-step): all pairs from
-70/-40 through+40/+70. Eightmonolingual
Poles.in
•.6d•, Poland served as listeners. They responded
"tak" (yes) or "nie" (no)to indicatewhetheror not.the
members of a pair were the same.

of eight "same" pairs, were presentedin randomorder.

The results

ers are given for both the two-step and three-step comses, but generally discrimination is heightened from
about -15

gion of discriminability,

of measured VOT values for those Polish
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occurs

there is no evidence for a

12

3-STEP

ß

o--o
2-S

4

z(•

FIG. 2. Distribution

Peak discrimination

three-step comparisons. While there is a broad re-

I-•

tokensbeginningwith [da-] (152 tokens)aud [ta-] (138 tokens).

to +25 ms VOT.

at 0 ms VOT for the two-step and at +5 ms VOT for the

•,'• 6

+40

test are shown in

parisons. There is some bias toward "same" respon-

•

+20

of this discrimination

Fig. 3, where average responsesfor the eight listen-

is whether the VOT value

0

Twelve repetitions

of each of the 10 two-step and 12 three-step pairs, and

-60

-50

-40

-30

-•'0

-I0

0
+10
VOT (ms)

+20

+30

+40

+50

+60

FIG. 3. Averaged discrimination function for eight Polish
listeners.
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particular peak corresponding to the usual English o•le,

nor for onein betweenleadVOT stimuli, e.g., at -'20

tation of F2 and F3 by a noise source. Details of stimulus constructionare given in the.original sources.

ms VOT•

Thus the data from production and discrimination
independently point to a Polish category boundary at
about 0 ms VOT. In addition, the production data indicate that the two categories are separated by a region
of the VOT continuum, mostly lead VOT values. The

Three subsets of stimuU were chosen from this set,
each forming a range of VOT values in 10-ms steps.

From the Lisker andAbramson(1970) stimuli, two

That is, while the optimal boundarywould seem to be

Polishlike ranges were made. The first, from -100
to +50 ms VOT, approximates the actual production
distribution for apical stops in Polish. The second,
from -100 to +20 ms VOT, represents an ideaUzed
Polish distribution limited to the prevoiced and true
short-lag VOT categories. This range was included for

at 0 ms VOT, there would be some variation within this
region in the actual location of the boundary.

two reasons: first, to seewhetherPolishllstegers
treat this rangedifferentlyfrom the -'100/+50 ms VOT

C. Comparisons
with English

English. Becausethe English voicingboundaryfor

discrimination

data indicate that discrimination

is

heightened over a similar, but not identical, region of
the VOT continuum, largely short-lag VOT values.

one, and second, as a strong test of range effects in

A great deal of data has accumulated on the production
and perception of VOT in English, for example, Lisker

andAbramson(1964), (1967), and(1970); Abramsonand
Lisker (1970); Zlatin (1974); Weisruer (1979). For

apical stops has been found to fall at about +35 ms VOT,

the range from -100 to +20 was expectedto includeonly
the voiced category for the English listeners.

Fig. l(b) showsa distribution of VOT from our corpus

The third s•lmulus subset ranged from -20 to +80
ms VOT, representing an Englishlike range. A tape

of tokensof English/bdgptk/. Like the Polishtokens,

which had been made previously for another study

purposes of comparison with the Polish production data,

these stopswere word-initial in real-word disyllables

(Blumsteinet al., 1977)wasused, containing
onecom-

with stress on the first syllable, before each of 12
vowels. Data are from two American speakers who
also participated in experiment 4. Data on discrimina-

plete randomizatton of many repetitions of each stimu-

tion were also obtained from six American

listeners

lus. In the present study, fisteners heard enoughof
the tape so that there were at least ten repetitions of
each stimulus, requiring 146 test items to be used.

using the same stimulus tapes and procedures describ-

Thusunevennumbersof r/}petitionsof eachstimulus

ed for the Polish discrimination

were heard, from 10 to 17 repetitions per stimulus.

test.

When results

from two-step.andthree-step comparisonsare combined, there is a region of heighteneddiscrimination
from about +5 to +45 ms VOT, especially +20 to +30
ms. This region is about as broad as the Polish one,
but it is to the right of the Polish one along the VOT
continuum. Taken together, the production and discrimination data suggest a boundary at about +30 to

+35 ms VOT, similar to findings of previous studies.

ForthePolishlike
ranges,bloc•-by-block
randomization was used. Each block consisted of one.complete
randomization of the continuum, with 10 blocks alto-

gether. The ISI was 4 s and the IBI was 10 so The
three tests were originally recorded onto reel-to-reel
tapes and were later copied onto a high-quality cassette
tape for use in Poland.

Thus the experimental evidence demonstrates that

Polish and English use different VOT categories in
their voicing distinctions, and have correspondingly
different peaks in discrimination. The first experi-

Americans,

ment of the present study assesses Polish phonetic

Brown University PhoneticsLab, participated •.s sub-

categorization

jects in the experiment. An additional American subject

II.

directly.

EXPERIMENT

1

In this experimentwe comparethe performance of

PohshandAmerican listeners in phoneticcategorizations of stimuli drawnfrom three different rangesof

Twenty-four

students at the Institute of Telecommuni-

cations and Acoustics in Wrocl•aw, Poland, and six
most of whom were associated with the

hadto be eliminated
because
hereportedhearingr•
/t/'s onthetesttapes.All subjects
werenativespeakers of Polish and English, respectively, and had no
speechor hearingproblems. The Poles were paid
volunteers, while the Americans were just volunteers.

VOT stimuli, one Englishlike and two Polishlike.
A.

Procedures

The stimuUwere (a) a subsetof thosesynthesizedat
Haskins Labsby Abramsonand Lisker (1970), and (b)
similar stimuli also madeat Haskins(Blumsteinei a/•.,
1977). Bothsetsrepresentapicalstopsfollowedby the
vowel[a]. (Neitherof thesesetsof stimuli is identical
to that usedin the preUminary tests.) Voicing lead is
present as low-frequency harmonics of a buzz source.

Voicing lag involves F1 cutback (attenuation) and exci-
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For the Polish listeners, thesetests formedonly part
of an experimentalsession(cf. Keating, 1979). All of
the tests discussed here were run within this session.

HaLfof the subjectsheard the tests in the order -20/+ 80,

-100/+50, -100/+20 ms VOT, andhalf heardthemin
the reverse order. The Americanlisteners heard only
these three tests, counterbalanced for order in the

same way. Listeners' responseswere forced-choice

"D" or "T." The monosyllables.
usedin thetests,

/da/and/ta/, are real Polishwords,andPolishlisteners were encouraged to hear them as such.
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(12.5 ms VOT) showeda significanteffect of range

[X2(2)
=26.63,p < 0.001]. Examination
oi thedatasuggested that the size of the range effects was influenced
by Task Order. To check this possibility, a two-way
ANOVA on Range x Task Order was computed. However, because of questions about the inclusion of sub-

jects whohadonly onelabelingc•tegory on the -100/
+20 ms VOT range, several alternative tests were car•

-t001+50

ried out, withandwithoutthesedata.4 In all theanaly-

•<3

ses, there was a sl•ificant
-I00

-80

-60

-40

-20

0
VOT (ms)

+20

+40

+60

+80

effect of Range, and a si•-

nificantinteractionof Rangex Task Order. Thus,'we

FIG. 4. Averaged labe/lng function for 21 Polish listeners oa

can be confident that the significant effects are not an
artifact of any particular ans/ysis technique or treatment of exceptional data. Polish listeners showed dif-

three VOT ranges: -100/+20, -100/+50, -20/+80. Summary

ferent boundariesdependingon VOT range. Post hoc

statistics are given in Table II.

Newman-Keuls tests indicated that the effect of Range

wasdueto the-20/+80 rangebeingsignificantly
different from both of the others.

B. Analysm and results
The number of "D" responses to each stimulus was
determined for each subject for each test. Labeling

functionsaveragedfor all subjectsare shownin Figs. 4

(Polish) a•d 5 (English). Individualcategoryboundaries were computedusin• Probit analysis(Firmey,
1971), which fits a straight line to z-score transforms
of the percentage of "IY' responses per stimulus.

The phonemeboundary(the point where the fitted line
crosses50•) andthe slopeof the fitted line were calculated for each function. In some cases category
boundaries could not be computed--either because the

identification
function
nevercrossed
the50%point,
2 or
because the identification

function

was nonmonotonic

The interaction

of

Rangex Task Order reflects the fact that the boundary
for a given raise was higher whenthat range was heard
first,

and lower when it was heard last.

This effect

wasparticularlypronounced
for the -100/+20 farce,
whichhada lowerboundary(andtherefore a larger
differenceacross ranges)whenit was heard last. Perhaps after hearing two ranges with a fair number of

both "T"'s and "D"'s, listeners lowered their boundaries so as to try to equalize the number of responses
in each category.

Theanalysis
of theAmerican
dataincluded
•nly the
-100/+50 and-20/+80 ranges. A repeated-measures
ANOVA for Rangex Task Order showedno significant

effectsor interactions(all F< 1). Althoughindividuals

(morethanonelabeling
category
for a singleresponse).
s showedlarge shifts, there was no systematic var/ation.

Whensubjects'phoneticidentificationfunctionsdid not

The meanboundariesfor the two rangesare identical,

cross the 50% point, their data were not excinded;
rather, they were assumed to have legitimate category
boundaries beyond the endpoint stimulus. To exclude

andonthe-100/+20 msVOT ran•e, wheretheAmeri-

these data would be to lose some important information
about how boundaries shift with range. Therefore,
medians and nonparametric statistical coml•risons
were used. Data on the computed boundaries are given

and showed no boundary at all.

in Table

H.

For Polish, a Chi-square test on the distribution of
boundaries for each range around the grand median

can listeners' boundaryre•ion is not included,they
remained consistent as a group •n their categorization

III. EXPERIMENT
2
This experiment was an attempt to repUcate the previous results for Polish, by testing two new ranges of
VOT.

The stimuli were the same as those used in the

TABLE II. Summarydatafrom staUsticaltests for labeling
tests in experiment 1. For each VOT continuumused, the

• 100

•

_1
uJ

numberof subjectsincluded,the actual range of boundaries
computedfor those subjects. andthe medianboundaryfor that
continuumare givenfor Polishand Englishtests. Bouuda,
ry

8o

figures are in ms VOT.

_1

Continuum

N

uJ
v

Range of boundaries

Median

Polish

o- o-20/+80
-I00

-80

-60

-40

""o----o.
o
-20

O

+20

+40

+60

-100/+20
--100/+50
-20/+80

21
2•
21

+80.

on three VOT ranges: -100/+20,-100/+50,-20/+80.

Summary

+5
+6
+20

E.nglish

VOT (ms)

FIG. 5. Averaged labeling function for six English listeners

-34/>+20
-20/+29
+ ] 0/+30

-100/+20
-100/+50
-20/+80

6
6
6

all >+20
+28 / +44
+29 / +46

none
+37.5
+37.5

statistics are given in Table fl.

265
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preliminary discrimination tests. The continuum
range used was from -70 to +70 ms VOT in 10-ms

steps, plus stimuli at +5 and +15 ms VOT. The Polish
range used was -70 to +30 ms VOT, and the experi-

mentalrangewas -30 to +70 ms VOT (13 stimuli each),
There were 12 repetitions of each stimulus, with an
ISI of 4 s and an IBI of 6 s.

For each test, stimuli

were randomized block-by-block.

Eight adult native Polish listeners in Bald2,Poland,
the same listeners

who served

in the discrimination

experiment, served as paid volunteer subjects. In the
first session, subjects did the discrimination task as
described above, and then Labeled stimuli from one of
the two ranges. In a second session four days Later,
they Labeled stimuli from the other range. The order
in which the two ranges were tested was counterbaLan-

ced across the eight listeners. They wrote "D" or "T"
on answer sheets. All instructions were given in Polish by a native speaker.
A. Results and discussionof experiment 2
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Fig.
6, which shows the mean identification functions for the

two ranges. Boundaries were computedusing Probit
analysis and were compared using a correlated t test.

The meanboundary
for the -70/+30 msVOT range
was-3.5 msVOT; the meanboundary
for the -30/+70
ms VOT range was +8.4 ms VOT.

This difference was

significant(/=-5.502, d/=7, p < 0.001). Thus theseresuits confirm the tendency for a Large (11 ms)boundary
shift found for Polish in experiment 1. However, tb•ese
results do not confirm the exact locus of the phoneme

boundaries. The boundaryfor the -30/+70 ms VOT
range, +8.4, is quite different from the + 20.9-ms

meanfor the simiLarrangeof -20/+80 ms VOT, andis
not too different from the +6.2 ms VOT mean for the

-100/+50 ms VOT range. Onthe otherhand,the mean
boundary
for the -70/+30 msVOT rangeis by far the
lowest found, at -3.5 ms VOT.

in these ranges.

The second is the differences in stim-

ulus frequencyin the test tapes. The -20/+80 ms tape
contained unequal numbers of each stimulus, and was

not randomized into blocks. The -30/+70- and -70/
+30-ms ranges included stimuli at +5 and +15 ms as
we1! as 10-ms steps. If there were frequency as well
as range effects, the•e stimuli could have helped weight
the continua towards the short-lag category. The third
is the differences in subjects and test equipment, since

thesetwoexperiments
wereconducted
in different
1oca-'
tions. However, the results of this experiment do confirm the susceptibility of the Polish voicing boundary to
substantial range effects,
IV.

EXPERIMENT

3

In this section we address a potential problem in our
cross-language comparison, and further extend our resuits for English. The question is how listener expec-

tations aboutthe test itself (not aboutthe linguistic system) influenceperformance. We consider howexpectations may have been implicitly manipulated in previous experiments, and we man_ipulatethem explicitly
here.

It could be the case that the Polish

and American

lis-

teners had quite different expectations in experiment 1,
especially as the Americans were somewhat more experienced in this type of perceptual task. As the test
proceeds, the subject typically becomes more and

more uneasy about the "failure" to hear approximately
equal proportions of, here, "IY' and "T." Possibly the
reLatively test-naive Polish listeners consciously tried
to equalize the proportions of responses, while the
relatively test-wise Americans realized that thre•

Labeling tasks were likely to differ in response propor-

tion (for any of a numberof reasons). The cross-ianguage difference in range effects found in experiment 1
could be caused by this difference. To eliminate this
possibility,

new tests were carried out with naive

American undergraduates. Somewere teld •hat the

Thus the magnitudeof the shift foundis nearly as
great as that of experiment 1, but the boundaries for

response proportions would be unequal• on the hypothesis that they would not show range effects since they

both ranges are lower than those obtained in experi-

would not be uneasy about their responses. O•hers

mentI (Sec. Ill).

were incorrectly told to expect equal response propor- '
tions, on the hypothesis that their resulting uneasiness
would encourage range effects.

There are three possiblecauses

for this discrepancy. The first is the slight differences
in the various

Lisker

and Abramson

VOT stimuli

used

A newtest tapewitha rangeof +20/+80 ms VOT was
constructedfrom the old -20/+80-ms test tape. Onthe
new tape, block-by-block randomization was used, with

10 blocks(repetitions)of sevenstimuli each. The ISI

o--o

-100

was 3 s, and the IBI was 6 s. Twenty studentsat Wellesley College and 10 studentsand employeesat M1T
participated as paid volunteers. All were naive native
speakers of American EngUsh who reported no speech
or hearing problems and had not participated in speech
perception experiments before.

- -70/+30
-30/+70

-80

-60

-40

-20

0

+ 0

+443

+60

+

VOT (ms)

Subjects were tested alone or in small groups in

quiet testing rooms at Wellesley or MIT. They wrote
"D" or "T" on answer sheets. The 10 subjects at MIT

FIG. 6. Averaged labeling fuucUou for eight Polish listeners

(controls)were giventhe same instructionsusedin

on two VOT ranges: --70/+30,--30/+70.

previous experiments; no mention was made of how
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TABLE III.

•mmary

data for experiment 3.

For each ex-

no';T"responses
would
beexpected
forthe-100/+20

perimental group, the mean boundaryand standard deviation

ran•e. If any do occur, the calcuLatedboundarycould

are •iven in ms VOT.

fall at about +20 ms VOT, 15 ms VOT lower than the
expected boundary. Thus this experiment is designed
to make it more likely for American listeners to pro-

Group

Mean

Standard deviation

Control

38.7

5. 1

duce a rzn•e effect of the size found for Polish listen-

I (D=T)
2 (D<T)

34.4
34.6

1.6
2.6

ers, It alsoallowsa comparison
of the +20/+80 range
with the -20/+80 rangefrom experiment1, bothof
which cover the entire English voiceless category.

many
"IY"sand"T"'stherewould
be.' Tenofthesubjectsat Wellesley(condition1) were explicitlytold
(incorrectly) that there wouldbe an equal numberof

"D"'s and"T"'s. The Last10 subjects(condition2)
were told (correctly) that there wouldbe more "T"'s
th,•n "D"'s.

ment 3, were used a•dn.

SimiLarly, a new tape for

the -20/+80 ms VOT continuum
was made, with blockby-block randomization of the eleven stimuli.

Twelve studentsand employees at MIT participated
in this experiment as paid volunteers. All were naive
native spea•ers of American Er•lish who reported no

A. Resultsanddiscussion
of experiment3
An estimate of the phoneme boundary was computed
for each subject usin• Probit analysis. The mean re-

suits by group are •iven 'in Table HI.

The -100/+20 ms VOT test tapeusedin experiment
1, andthe +20/+80 ms VOT test tapeusedin experi-

An ANOVA with

subjects nested under condition Czv• a sicailicant over-

speech or hearin• problems and had not been in psychology or speech experiments before. Three other
subjects from the .same popuLationdid just the new
-20/+80 ms VOT test.

all effectIF(2, 27)=4.9557,p < 0.02]. PosthocNew-

Subjects were tested alone or in small groups in a
sound-treated

room at MIT.

Twelve

listeners

heard

man-Keuls tests failed to show any significant differences between any •roups, and so post hoc ancorreLated

boththe -100/+20 andthe +20/+80 ms VOT r'•r•e

t tests, whichare muchless conservative(more sensitive) were also done. These indica[edthat the signifi-

tests, in counterbalanced orders, in two 15-rain sessions a week apart.

cant main effect of the analysis of variance was due to
the two treatment groups each bein• sit•ific;mtly different from the control group, but not from each other.

A. Results

[For the controlsversuscondition
1, t=2.527 (p=0.02);
for controls versus condition2, t=2.251 (p < 0.03);

Mean results for this experiment are shown in Fi•.

7. For the -100/+20-ms rantle, onlyoneof the 12 subjects had a functionfor which a category boundary.could

for condition2 versuscondition2, t=-0.209, (p<0.8).]

be computed?
For the +20/+80-msran•e, all subjects

The result that the two experimental groups were not
sit•iftcantly different indicates that differences in sub-

had the usual type of labeling function, with a group
mean boundary at 41.8 ms VOT. A statistical compari-

ject expectationsare not the cause of the cross-lant•a•e differences. The effect of the two sets of expli-

son was doneof the number of 'D" responsesfor each
rar•e to the shared +20 ms VOT stimulus. The three-

cit instructions was the same whichever expectations

wayANOVA(Rangex Task Order x Subjectsnested
underTask Order) showedonlya significanteffect of

they encoura•,ed. However, the control group was
ferent from either experimental •roup, an unexpected
restfit. The difference reached statistical sicnfficance

P,an•eIF(1, 10)=8.897,
p < 0.01]. Thusthereis a re-

because the variances within the experimental groups

liable effect of stimulus range on responses with this
extreme design, but it does not generally result in

were extremely small.

boundaries

Why this should be so is un-

clear. One possibilityis that cailin• subjects'atten-

or lower.

We compared these results with those for nine other

tion to response proportions somehow inhibits range
effects.

of +20 ms VOT

Another is that differences in subjects or

equipmentcaused the effect. Whatever the cause all
conditions

resulted

in boundaries

similar

to those re-

ported for other experiments in this study, and in other
studies. The small difference obtained (4 ms VOT) is

like thoseobtainedby BradyandDarwin(1978). Thus
these results support the conclusion that American listeners cannot easily be induced to show large ran•e
effects, although small effects may Occur. We consider this 8zme question in a different way in the next
experiment.
V.

EXPERIMENT

4

o
I--

ß
ß -100/+20
o--o + Z0/+80

o- -o--o-:..o

-20

In this experiment we tested the effect of a massive
difference in range for American listeners. Two

O

+ZO

740

760

VOT (ms)

rangeswereused,-100/+20 and+20/+80 ms VOT,

FIG. 7. Averaged labeling function for 12 English listeners

which share only the +20 ms VOT stimulus.

on two VOT raages: --100/+20, +20/+80.
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listeners on the +20/+80 ms VOT range, the six sub-

for Polish indicate that Poles are quite sensitive to dif-

jects from experiment3 andthe three newones. The
groupmeanboundaries
of 35 vs 40 ms VOT were sig-

boundaries shifted as a function of stimulus range also

nificantly
different
tuncorrelated,
unequal-N
one-way
ANOVA,F(1, 19)= 5.7818,D<,0.03]. Although
sucha
Dosthoccomparison
is notentirelyvalid, it doessuggestthat evenwith an entire voicingcategorypresent
in eachrange, differencesin overall rangedoaffect
GENERAL

in VOT around O-ms VOT.

The fact that their

showsthat they can resolve relatively fine differences in.
VOT in their boundary region. Sucha finding is sur-

prising in view of evidencethat these VOT values are
generally less discriminable than others. In a series

of experiments
(Eimaset al., 1971;Eimas, 1975),
infants discrimiuated VOT pairs spanningthe English

Americans' performance.
Vl.

ferences

boundaryand extreme lead pairs, but consistently

DISCUSSION

ed to discriminate pairs around 0 ms VOT as well as

In this paper we have reported on severat experiments on the n•ture and extent of range effects for VOT

extreme la• pairs. Infants in a Spanishenvironment

in Polish and American English. A summary of the

suits suggestthat the Polish type of VOT boundary,
around 0 ms, is not due to predispositions of the auditory system. Pather, Polish hsteners must start with

mean boundaries, standard deviations for those means,
and median boundaries found for the various ranges

usedis givenin Table IV. It canbe seenthat the English boundariesare uniformly highe.rthan any of the

showa similar pattern(Lasky et dJ., 1975). These re-

one set of discrimination

functions as infants, and ac-

Polish boundaries, reflecting the fact that Polish and

quire another set as they learn Polish. Sucha readjustment of VOT boundarieswas postulatedby Pisoni

English use different VOT contrasts. This difference

andhis colleagues(e.g., Aslin andPisoni, 1980)as

is reliable; for example, a• uncorrelated one-way

part of a model in which auditory predispositionsare

ANOVAfor the -20/+80 ms VOT range(N=33) showed

attributed to a constraint on temporal resolution of

a sig•_ificantdifference between the two iangua•e-

components
of complexstimuli(Pisoni, 1977)oThis

group.
s iF(1, 31)= 35.3067,
D< 0.0001].

constraint cannot account for the widespread occur-

It can also be seen that the Polish

boundaries

h•ve

higher siand•rd deviationsth•n the English boundaries,
that is, more variation across individual listeners. In
addition, the Poles showed more variation across experiments. The differences in the means across ran-

ges are 23 ms VOT for the Poles, and only 5 ms VOT

rence of VOT contrastslike that of Polish (e.g.,
French, Spanish,Kikuyu),
6 andin fact by itself seems
to rule them out. However, the observation that some
adult data do not correspond to infant data, and that
therefore some process of adjustment must occur dur-

ing acquisitionof some ianguages,is supportedby data
such as ours.

for the Americans.

Thus, oneresult of thesestudies(includingthe acoustic measurements and the discrimination test) is that
the Polish categories and boundary are different from
those of English. However, the major result is that
Polish and English differ in their susceptibility to range
effects. Polish listeners' boundaries v•ry widely with

different ranges, while Am.erlcans' v•ry little or not'at
an.

A focus of our discussion, then, must be •ut ac-

count of why speakers of some languages should be so
much more sensitive •o stimulus range.
The restfits of the discrimination and iabeling tasks
TABLE IV. Summary of all data from experiments l, 2,
and 4, plus control condition from experiment 3. For each
continuum, the mean boundary and standard deviation, and
the median boundary, are given in ms VOT.
Conti•num

N

Mean

Star,,'l•_rd d•vi•tion

Median

Polish

--100/+20

--100/+50
-- 20/+80
--70/+3O
-30/+70

21

+4.2

15.1

+5.0

16

-1.0

13.4

+1.5

24
24
8
8

+5.1
+20.9
--3.5
+8.4

11.6

+5.0

548
2.7

+20.0
--2.5

7.3

+10.0
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18
6

9
22

none
+37.3
+35.0
+40.4

such sensitivity, one couldask whether in fact Polish
is using VOT to distinguish voiced and voiceless stops.
In Polish, the initial voicing contrast can be seen as
one of voicing during closure.versus absence of closure
voicing, and no actual VOT value need be computed by
a listener. That is, our proposal is that Poles do not
use VOT as English speakers do, in the sense of a
temporal interval between burst and voicing onset.
Given this type of contrast, and the •ap in production

valuesbetweenthe categories(cf. Fig. 2), Poles may
never need to establish a precise VOT category boundary. Poles are thus at a dieadvantage in a VOT labeling experiment, since they need not have a criterion
for categorizing boundary stimuli in normal speech.
The criterion they normally use may be highly correlated with VOT, but it may not require making fine
temporal distinctions along that dimension.

While the Polish boundary may be inherently more .
variable because of the gap between the production categories, we stili must account for the tendency of the
perceptual boundaries to cluster in the short-iag region,
rather than the lead region. A possible basis for boun-

daries in the short-Lag VOT region is the psychoacous-

English
--100/+30
--100/+50
-30/+80
+20/+80

Given our evidence of perceptual sensitivity in just
that VOT region where the infant data least predicts

nonB

none

6.4

+37.5

6.9
5.1

+34.0
+42.0
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aspiration noise after the burst, which dependon whether there is voicingin the immediatevicinity of the
ßburst, distinguish stops with voicing lead or coincident
onset from stopswith some voicing lag (+15 to +25 ms

VOT). Thus, thesedimensions
mayunderliethe preference of Polish listeners for voicing boundaries in
the short-lag VOT region. There is ample evidence
that hg region boundaries are more salient than lead

regionboundaries
(AbramsonandLisker, 1972; Williams, 1977; Streeter, 197õa,b; Streeter and Lan-

dauer, 1976). Thereforewe proposethat Polishlisteners, under conditionsof experimental uncertainty, will
shift boundariestowards psychoacousticallysalient
short-lag VOT values.

Our explanationthus dependson two factors. One is
the gap between production categories in Polish, which
makes an exact VOT boundaryrelatively less clear to
Polish listeners. The other is the psychoacousticsalience of short-lag VOT cueswhich encouragea boundary
in the short-lag region. We therefore predict that any
languagewith the same distrzbutionof VOT categories
as Polish shouldshowsimilar range effects. English
doesnot showsucheffects for two reasons. First, its

ers to range effects for VOT, and to languagecontact
effects. Poles in Poland do best if a test range includes stimuli with substantial prevoicing; Poles in the
United States will show somewhathigher boundaries
even on Polishlike ranges, and English boundaries on
an Englishlike range.

We were also interestedin whetherphoneticcategories are absolute entities, or relative properties. For
American listeners, small boundaryshifts with VOT
range can be seen in our results, as in Brady and Dar-

win's (1978)results. Their subjectsshowed
moreof a
tendencyto range effects than our English subjectsdid;
presumably this difference is due to differences in our

methodologies. The small size of these range effects
showsthat English VOT categories are quite stable.
h contrast, our Polish subjects showedlarger shifts,
which would appear to indicate more fluid categories.
Even so, these shifts seem to be constrainedby the
categories being labeled. For example, thoughwe find
effects of range on categorization, we never find that

a boundaryshifts to the midpointof a range (Diehi et al.,
1980). (For example,the midpointof the -20/+80
range is +30 ms VOT, but eventhe extreme boundary
foundfor this range is only +20 ms VOT.) That is, the

VOT categoriesare not separatedby a wide gap; rather,
Englishlistenersmusthavea fairly preciseboundary.
categorizatlons are not completely fluid. Rather, as
Second,the EnglishVOT boundary
alreadycorresponds we have noted, there is a region of high discrimimabito a psychoacousticallysalient discontinuity along the

VOT dimension.The evidencefor this claim is the performanceof dhinchillasin VOT labeling(Kuhl and Mil-

ler, 1978), wherethe chinchillashavenearlyidentical
category boundaries as humans. Our claim is that the

Englishlinguisticboundaryis alignedwith a peychoacousticboundary
(whateverits basismaybe) andso
is more easily maintained by listeners in the face of
experimental manipulation.

lity within which the various boundaries fall and which
seems to constrain possible boundary shifts.

In conclusion, the experiments we have presented
demonstrate that languagescan differ in their sensitivity to simple experimental manipulations such as
range effects. We attribute these differences to differences in the internal composztionof their phonetalc
categories.

Little is known about how the use of cer-

tain linguistic categories rather than others affects
Support for this claim can be found in a comparison
of the slopes of the identification functions given by
Probit analysis for the 24 Polish lister•ers in experi-

ment 1. Since steepness of slope is a measure of consistency of categorization, we might have expected the
linguistically appropriate categorizations to have the
steepest slopes, while the shifted categorizattons for

speech production, perception, or acquisition.

Such

research would lead to a better understandingof the
nature and basis of the factors underlying linguistic
phoneticcontrasts, and the preferences languages
show in choosing among them.
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APPENDIX

eters usedto synthesizethe stimuli in the VOT continuum usedin the preliminary tests and experiment2.
Other stimuli usedwere similar in construction(cf.,

test is thus the parametric equivalent of the ehl-•quare test.
In both cases there was a siguificaut effect of Range at the
0.0001 level. (2) A repeated-measures RangexTank Order
ANOVA, onoe with and once without subjects having any
estimated values. Bath Range and the interaction of Range
xTask Order were significant at the 0.01 level for both tests

Blumsteinet al., 1977;AbramsonandLisker, 1970).

[with 21 subjects, for Range, F (2, 38)-21.74, p < 0.0001; for

This appendix contains a description of the param-

Stimuli all represented aptcal stops plus the vowel

[a]. Each•

three formants. Frequencieswere set

the same for all stimuli.

Before and during the burst,

Fi=151 Hz, F2=1611 Hz, and F3=3697 Hz. Five ms
after the burst, F3 started to fall, reaching2527 Hz
25 ms later.

Ten ms after the burst, F2 started to fall,

reaching 1230 Hz 40 ms later, and F1 started to rise,
reaching 765 Hz 50 ms bier. The VeT distinctions
were made by varying excitation sources and amplitude
settings of the three formants. For stimuli with voiced
bursts (lead and O-ms values), FI came on with a low
amplitude at voice onset, then jumped to its peak value
at 5 ms after the burst.

F2 came on at the burst, with

its amplitude starting to rise 10 ms later, and

reachingits peakvalue50 msafter theburst(following its frequencycourse). F3 cameonat its peak
value at the hurst;

For stimuli with voiceless bursts,

F1 came on at its peak value at voice onset. /72 amplitude was like that for voiced stimuli.

F3 had a higher

amplitude
justat theburst(thusmakingtheburst)and
otherwise

was tike that Ior voiced tokens.

Voice onset

for lag stimuli consistedof buzz source excitation
(rather than hiss), and an abrupt onset of FIe Provoicing consistedof F1 excited by the buzz source with
a low amplitude. Shmuli were 350-ms long from the
burst; any provoicing thus represents added duration.
(The Lisker and Abramson originals were longer than
our versions.) The fundamental frequency was 114 Hz
but fell gradually to 70 Hz at the end of the stimulus.
Formant amplitudes also fell at the end.

Task Order, F (2,38)< 1; for RangexTask Order, F (2,38)
-9.55, p < 0.001]. (3) AnANOVA usingnot boundaries,but
rather the proportion of "D" responses to the stimulus at
+20 ms veT, for HangexTnsk OrderxSubJects.nested under
Task Order, with the data for all subjects included. As before, both Range and Rangex Task Order were algalfieaut at
the 0.0001 level [for Range, F (2, 44) -- 15.0238; for Range
x Task Order, F (2, 44) = 13.0104].

5Sixusedexclusively'q)" responses,andfive either used"T"
responses randomly across the eutire range, or else did not
have enough '•" respoeses to meet the criterion for two
separate labeling categories.

6Simouand Fourein, 1978; WftUams, 1977b; Steeter, 1976a.
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